★How to Ride a Bus★

【When getting on the bus】
① Ride from the middle door of the bus.
② You will see a numbered ticket machine at the middle door entrance.
   Take one number ticket per person from the machine.
※There is no numbered ticket at the bus stop from which the bus begins to travel. Therefore, you can ride the bus without a numbered ticket.

【When getting off the bus】
① When the bus stop name of your destination is announced or indicated on the electronic bulletin board at the front, please press the button 「とまります」 near your seat to get off at the next stop.

★Bus Stop Name at NIFS★

核融合科学研究所
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR FUSION SCIENCE

★Destination★
To NIFS：【核融合研究所】(Kakuyugo Kenkyujo)
   or
   【土岐プレミアムアウトレット】(Toki Premium Outlets)
To Tajimi Station：【多治見駅】(Tajimi Eki)
② When arriving at the bus stop, please put coins and your number ticket into the fare box beside the bus driver and get off at the front door. The fare between Tajimi Station and NIFS is “360 Yen”. The route is 【学園都市線】(Gakuen Toshi Sen).

※If you do not have small change, please exchange at the money changer in advance. Only 1,000 Yen bills and coins may be used for exchanging money.

★Tajimi Station Bus Terminal★

To arrive at NIFS, take the bus at bus stop No. 3.